(MK629)
Principal Consultant - Construction - open to all sector experience - City of London - £3050000 + uncapped commission
Do you want to work for a business that puts its staff first and has over ten years of success in the construction and
property sector? I am in the enviable position of representing one of London’s largest and independently owned
built environment specialist recruitment consultancies. They recruit across multiple disciplines but I have a HOT
permanent desk with developed clients and over 60 vacancies across the residential and construction sectors.
They have success of providing quality service to these loyal clients placing site managers, finishing managers,
project managers, contracts managers, construction directors and have a proven track record of delivery through
expert shortlisting of roles for over 10 years.
The environment is fully collaborative creating a supportive team approach to delivery and an enjoyable work
place. The team is led by an expert leader who provides constant support and new business leads and opportunities.
This hot desk within the highly successful construction team has an extensive database and all resources to attract
quality candidates including the possibility of resource support from Associate Consultants focused on candidate
generation.
This is a great role for a permanent recruiter with either construction experience or for a recruiter from another
professional sector looking to move into the construction market. You will benefit from working across all levels
of roles from assistant to director and be given full autonomy to run your desk.
This client can offer:
Hot Desk – developed clients from day one
Expert training on the construction industry as well as recruitment
10 years established brand and a track record with industry recognised brands
Supportive and non-KPI working environment
Clear career progression
High uncapped commission
Huge incentives including overseas trips and £10k prize for top performer
Fun environment – nights out, incentives, prizes
Inspirational leaders who care and support their teams
The company has consistently been a recognised name in the construction and property sector for over 10 years,
they employ over 60 staff across multiple teams, making them one of the largest in London. They are expanding
by opening new offices as well as recruiting across all teams in London for 2020.
The successful candidate will benefit form a great environment, huge support and can by making commission from
day one.
I have worked with this business since inception and have placed over 30 people over the past 10 years and I can
vouch for their highly supportive and hugely successful approach to the market. Not many of their competitors
who have been around for as long are anywhere near their size! Candidates generally enjoy working here, make
money and see their career progress.

If you are working in any professional permanent recruitment sector and are attracting to the construction sector
and want to work for an industry leader then this is the opportunity for you!!
For further information, please call Mike on 020 3889 1672 or email mike@gsr2r.com

